A tessellation algorithm for the representation of trimmed NURBS surfaces with arbitrary trimming curves
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In most CAD systems, a trimmed parametric surface is defined by two things: the control information of the surface itself and the control information of its trimming curves, which are usually defined as parametric curves in the parameter space of the surface. Often, trimmed parametric surfaces cause problems in the context of data exchange between CAD systems, surface evaluation/rendering, and grid/mesh generation. This paper describes a new approach for representing a trimmed surface. The approach is based on the idea of decomposing the valid part of the parameter space of a trimmed surface by a set of planar, ruled surfaces, which are defined in parameter space and whose union defines the entire valid part. A generalized Voronoi diagram is constructed for the set of trimming curves in parameter space. This diagram defines tiles around each trimming curve, which are further tessellated by utilizing a scan line technique for identifying and filling the interior of polygons. Here, the scan line technique is used to extract non-horizontal segments of the given trimming curves. Pairs of these segments are then linearly interpolated in horizontal parameter direction, thus defining a set of planar, ruled surfaces. The set of all these planar, ruled surfaces defines the entire valid part of a trimmed surface exactly. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the conversion of parametric surfaces containing trimming curves to a set of approximating surfaces that do not contain any trimming curves. Trimmed surfaces arise frequently in real-world applications. Typically, they are the result of surface–surface intersection (SSI). Complex geometries are defined in terms of thousands of parametric surfaces which might intersect each other. The intersection curves are usually defined in the parameter space of the surfaces, e.g. by a set of planar Bézier, B-spline, or NURBS (non-uniform rational B-spline) curves.

Many CAD systems cannot represent a trimmed parametric surface implicitly, i.e. as a parametric surface with the trimming curves defined in its parameter space. This causes a problem when exchanging trimmed surface data between CAD systems. A solution to this problem is the representation of the valid part (i.e. the part that remains when disregarding all holes implied by the trimming curves) by a set of basic parametric surfaces, i.e. parametric surfaces without trimming curves. Furthermore, the representation of a trimmed surface by a set of basic surfaces simplifies grid/mesh generation and surface rendering.

This paper introduces a new approach for the representation of trimmed surfaces. The complement of the part that is ‘cut out’ by the trimming curves is defined by means of decomposing the valid part of the parameter space into a set of four-sided regions. In the following, only tensor product surfaces will be considered. They are denoted by

\[
s(u,v) = (x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v)) = \sum_{i=0}^{m} \sum_{j=0}^{n} d_{ij} \phi_{i}(u) \psi_{j}(v), \quad u,v \in [0,1]
\]

where \(d_{ij} = (x_{ij}, y_{ij}, z_{ij})\) and \(\phi_{i}(u)\) and \(\psi_{j}(v)\) can be Bernstein–Bézier polynomials, B-spline basis functions, or even rational B-spline basis functions. It is assumed that \(s\) is \(C^{0}\) continuous.
The 2D closed trimming curves in parameter space are denoted by

$$e_k(t) = (u(t), v(t)) = \sum_{i=0}^{n_k} d_i^k \phi_i(t),$$

$$t \in [0, 1], k = 0, \ldots, K$$

(2)

where \(d_i^k = (u_i^k, v_i^k)\) is one of the \((n_k + 1)\) control points of trimming curve \(e_k\), and \(e_k(0) = e_k(1)\). It is assumed that the rotation number of all trimming curves is +1, which implies that they have the same orientation. Each trimming curve must be at least \(C^0\) continuous but can contain tangential discontinuities. A trimming curve must not intersect another trimming curve and must not self-intersect. In most practical applications, there is one trimming curve enclosing the region that contains all the other trimming curves, which is assumed to be \(e_0\). If this enclosing trimming curve is not explicitly defined, the boundary of the parameter space is chosen to be \(e_0\) (i.e. \(e_0\) is the piecewise linear curve given by the four line segments \(u = 0, u = 1, v = 1,\) and \(u = 0\)). Figure 1 shows the trimming curves of a trimmed surface in physical and parameter space.

The approach described in this paper is similar to the construction of planar Voronoi diagrams in the sense that a tessellation of the valid part of the parameter space of a trimmed surface is computed. These diagrams are described in detail in References 3–6. This paper presents a new method for the construction of the curved boundaries (bisecting curves) defining the tiles associated with the trimming curves. A computationally efficient technique is used for generating a finite set of points on each bisecting curve. The technique is based on shortest distance computations for a finite set of points on a rectilinear grid in parameter space.

Much work has been done regarding the generalization of Voronoi diagrams. Most of the generalizations in 2D deal with the construction of Voronoi diagrams for sets of points, line segments, polygons, circles, and more general planar curves. The construction of Voronoi diagrams for such sets is discussed in References 7–14. Some of these papers address the relation between Voronoi diagrams and the medial axis transform (MAT). The efficient construction of a generalized Voronoi diagram for a set of trimming curves given in parameter space is an integral part of the method described in this paper.

An algorithm for rendering trimmed surfaces by using quadrilateral and triangular elements is described in Reference 15. In Reference 16, a 2D mesh generation algorithm is described that automatically discretizes 2D regions containing trimming curves based on the identification of certain geometrical features of the trimming curves, e.g. slope discontinuities. A technique utilizing a combined 'triangulation–quadrangulation' strategy of the valid part of the parameter space of a trimmed surface is presented in Reference 17. A method for representing a trimmed NURBS (non-uniform rational B-spline) surface by a set of Bezier patches is discussed in Reference 18 where the problem of data exchange is addressed; trimmed rational surfaces are approximated by non-rational surfaces.

Recently, an elegant algorithm for the polygonal approximation of trimming curves and the approximation of the valid part of a trimmed surface by a set of triangles has been introduced in Reference 19. The algorithm determines the set of triangles — defining a piecewise linear surface approximation — based on a user-specified tolerance \(\epsilon\), which ensures that the approximation, in physical space, does not deviate by more than \(\epsilon\) from a given trimmed NURBS surface.

The algorithm discussed in Reference 19 must consider errors introduced by the piecewise linear approximation of a given trimmed surface, while the algorithm presented in this paper exactly represents the valid part of a trimmed surface as a union of so-called parameter surfaces, i.e. analytical, planar NURBS surfaces \((u(x, y), v(x, y))\). These parameter surfaces can be viewed as an additional 'layer' used for the indirect representation of the valid part of a trimmed NURBS surface. Both algorithms utilize a scan line algorithm for the generation of data inside the valid part of a trimmed surface and the generation of the boundary curves of parameter surfaces, respectively.

The underlying concepts of parametric curve and surface design used in this paper are covered in References 1, 2 and 20. Various solutions to the SSI problem are described in Reference 21. A survey of SSI algorithms is provided in Reference 22. Recent developments in surface and volume grid generation are surveyed in References 23 and 24, which also address the problems that arise when having to generate grids for trimmed surfaces.

### PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DEFINITIONS

The trimming curves define a simply connected region in parameter space. The goal is to represent this region by a set of planar, four-sided surfaces whose union is the valid part of the parameter space. In the following, such a surface will be referred to as a parameter surface. It is denoted by

$$u_i(x, y) = (u_i(x, y), v_i(x, y)) = \sum_{i=0}^{m_i} \sum_{j=0}^{n_j} d_{i,j} \phi_i(x) \psi_j(y), \quad x, y \in [0, 1]$$

(3)
where \( d_{ij}^l = (u^l_{ij}, v^l_{ij}) \) Thus the part of a surface \( s \) that is implied by the parameter surface \( u_j \) is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
    s(u_j) &= s(u_i(\xi, \eta), v_j(\xi, \eta)) \\
    &= \sum_{i=0}^{m} \sum_{j=0}^{n} d_{ij} \phi_i(u_i(\xi, \eta)) \phi_j(v_j(\xi, \eta)),
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\xi, \eta \in [0, 1]
\]

(4)

Figure 2 shows a trimmed surface with one hole represented by four parameter surfaces that are shaded in different grey scales.

The main problem to be solved is the generation of the boundary curves of the parameter surfaces. This problem can be solved using a generalization of the Voronoi diagram of a point set. When dealing with trimmed surfaces, the trimming curves define the set for which a tessellation, a generalized Voronoi diagram must be computed. The tile boundaries in a planar Voronoi diagram implied by a point set are obtained from the perpendicular bisectors of all possible point pairs. Generalizations of this standard Voronoi diagram are obtained when the elements for which a tessellation is to be constructed are points, line segments, circles, polygons, and more general curves. Figure 3 shows Voronoi diagrams for a set of points and a set of circles.

Voronoi diagrams introduce tiles around each element (points, line segments, circles etc.) according to some distance measure. A tile is defined as the region that contains all the points being closer to a particular element than any other element. The tile boundary can be used to subdivide a tile into a set of four-sided planar surfaces whose union represents the area between the element and the element's tile boundary.

Each four-sided surface can be constructed by subdividing the tile boundary curve into segments and generating additional curves connecting end points of the tile boundary segments and points on the element. This principle is shown in Figure 4.

The following definitions are needed when using the Voronoi diagram for the representation of trimmed parametric surfaces.

**Definition 1**

Given a set of planar, closed, pairwise non-intersecting curves with rotation number +1 such that no curve lies in the interior of any other curve, the locus of points that have a smaller shortest (Euclidean) distance of curve \( c_i \) than to any other curve is called the tile \( T(c_i) \), denoted by \( T(c_i) \).

If all curves \( c_k \) have a continuous tangent, the smallest shortest distance is equal to the perpendicular distance. Assuming that there are \( K \) such curves, \( T(c_k) \) is obtained as the intersection of \( K-1 \) half-spaces, i.e.

\[
T(c_k) = \bigcap_{i \neq k} H(c_k, c_i),
\]

(5)

where \( H(c_k, c_i) \) is the half-space containing all points that have a smaller shortest distance to \( c_k \) than to \( c_i \).

**Definition 2**

Given \( K \) curves as in Definition 1, the \( K \) tiles \( T(c_k) \) define the generalized Voronoi diagram. The curve separating the two half-spaces \( H(c_k, c_i) \) and \( H(c_i, c_k) \) is called the bisector of \( c_k \) and \( c_i \). The intersection points of bisectors are called Voronoi vertices.

Figure 5 shows the generalized Voronoi diagram for five arbitrary curves in the plane.

Once the generalized Voronoi diagram (referred to as Voronoi diagram in the following) has been computed for a set of trimming curves all tiles must be represented by sets of four-sided parameter surfaces. The boundary curves of the parameter surfaces are line segments, segments of the bisectors, and segments of the trimming curves. It is also possible to use segments of the curves defining the medial axis (or skeleton) of
the tiles as boundary curves of the parameter surfaces\textsuperscript{25,26}. It is pointed out later why this can cause problems for the general case. The MAT has been used in computer vision and pattern recognition in the context of thinning algorithm\textsuperscript{25–28}.

**Definition 3**

Let $R$ be a simply connected 2D region and $B$ be its boundary. A point $p$ in $R$'s interior belongs to the medial axis or skeleton of $R$ if there are (at least) two points on the boundary $B$ having the same distance from $p$ and being boundary points with shortest distance from $p$.

The medial axis of a tile can be used for the construction of parameter surfaces. Certain segments of the medial axis can be used to define the boundary curves of parameter surfaces that start on a bisector and end on a trimming curve. Once the boundary curves of each parameter surface are generated its control points $d_{i,j}$ (see Equation 3) will be obtained by interpolating its four boundary curves. The chosen interpolation method must ensure that the parameter surface lies completely inside the region enclosed by its four boundary curves. Figure 6 shows the Voronoi diagram for a set of arbitrary trimming curves and the medial axes inside each tile.

**COMPUTING THE VORONOI DIAGRAM FOR A SET OF TRIMMING CURVES**

An efficient algorithm is needed for the generation of the tile boundaries around each trimming curve in parameter space. First, tiles are constructed around the trimming curves $c_1$, $c_2$, $c_3$, ..., and $c_k$. The final tiles are obtained by intersecting the tile boundary curves in the Voronoi diagram for $c_1$, $c_2$, $c_3$, ..., and $c_k$ with the enclosing trimming curve $c_0$. This general configuration of closed trimming curves is characteristic for all real-world cases of practical relevance.

Initially, the trimming curve $c_0$ is not considered in the construction of the Voronoi diagram. The generation of the Voronoi diagram is based on the computation of the intersections of bisectors with the edges in a triangulation of the parameter space $[0,1] \times [0,1]$. The vertices in this triangulation are labelled according to the index of the closest trimming curve. The labels are used to determine whether there is an intersection.
between bisectors and edges in the triangulation. The intersections between the edges and the bisectors are computed and properly connected, thus defining an initial approximation of the Voronoi diagram.

Multiple bisectors can intersect the same edge in the triangulation, and multiple bisectors can intersect in the interior of a triangle. These cases are addressed by the algorithm described below. The algorithm does not consider the case of one bisector intersecting the same edge multiple times. One does not need to consider this case due to the fact that only a discrete point (line segment) approximation of the bisectors of the Voronoi diagram is to be computed. The approximation of the Voronoi diagram requires these steps:

(i) Construction of a triangulation of the parameter space \([0, 1] \times [0, 1]\),
(ii) Extraction of all triangles whose three vertices all lie in the valid part of the parameter space,
(iii) Labelling each vertex in the triangulation with the index of the closest trimming curve,
(iv) Computation of intersections between bisectors and edges in the triangulation using a recursive subdivision strategy,
(v) Computation of intersections of bisectors,
(vi) Computation of intersection between bisectors and curve \(c_0\),
(vii) Generation of piecewise linear and cubic B-spline approximations of all tile boundaries in the Voronoi diagram.

These steps are now described in greater detail. Denoting the minimal distance of all possible pairs of trimming curves by \(d_{\text{min}}\), the initial triangulation of the parameter space only contains edges that are shorter than \(d_{\text{min}}/2\). This is accomplished by subdividing the parameter square \([0, 1] \times [0, 1]\) into squares whose diagonal is shorter than \(d_{\text{min}}/2\) and splitting each square into two triangles. Only triangles whose three vertices all lie in the valid part of the parameter space are considered for the following computations.

Each vertex in the triangulation is labelled according to the closest trimming curve. The square of the distance \(d\) between a vertex with coordinate vector \((x, y)\) and a trimming curve \(c_\ell(t)\) is given by \(d^2(t) = (x - u_\ell(t))^2 + (y - v_\ell(t))^2\), \(t \in [0, 1]\). The critical points of \(d^2(t)\) are identified, and the associated distances are computed. In addition, one computes the distances to those points on \(c_\ell\) where slope discontinuities occur. The index of the trimming curve that has minimal distance to \((x, y)\) is used as the label for this vertex. It turns out that the case of multiple trimming curves all having minimal distance to \((x, y)\) does not require a special case treatment.

The labels at each vertex in the triangulation are used to identify edges which are intersected by at least one bisector. It is possible that the three labels at a triangle's vertices are the same, that there are two different labels, or that they are all different. In the first case, it is assumed that no bisector intersects the triangle. In the second case, it is assumed that there are bisectors intersecting the two edges whose end points have different labels. In the third case, it is assumed that there are bisectors intersecting all three edges.

Points lying on bisectors in the Voronoi diagram are computed based on Algorithm 1 for the recursive subdivision of the parameter space triangulation:

**Algorithm 1 (Computation of points on bisectors in Voronoi diagram)**

**Input:**
- trimming curves \(c_1, c_2, c_3, \ldots, c_K\),
- triangulation of parameter space \([0, 1] \times [0, 1]\),
- label \(I \in \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, K\}\) at each vertex in triangulation referring to closest trimming curve \(c_I\),
- tolerance \(\epsilon\);

**Output:** set of points on bisectors in Voronoi diagram;

**FOR** all triangles in the parameter space triangulation **DO**

**IF** there are at least two different labels among \(I_1, I_2\) and \(I_3\) associated with the triangle's vertices \(v_1, v_2\), and \(v_3\)

/* at least one bisector intersects this triangle; compute points on bisector(s) */

- compute the midpoints \(m_{1,2}, m_{2,3},\) and \(m_{3,1}\) of the three edges \(e_{1,2} = v_1, v_2\) and \(e_{2,3} = v_2, v_3\);

**FOR** the two (or three) edges among \(e_{1,2}\), \(e_{2,3}\), and \(e_{3,1}\) whose end points have different labels **DO**

/* determine whether these edges are intersected by one or more bisectors */

- compute, for each of these two (or three) edges, the points \(p_{i,j}\) on \(c_{I_i}\) having the same distance to the trimming curves indicated by the labels;

**IF** there is no trimming curve that is closer to \(p_{i,j}\) than either of the two trimming curves indicated by the labels

/* \(p_{i,j}\) is a point on a bisector */

- store \(p_{i,j}\) as a point on the bisector of the two trimming curves indicated by the different labels;

**ELSE**

/* \(p_{i,j}\) is not a point on a bisector; many bisectors intersect this edge */

- replace the value of \(m_{i,j}\) by the value of \(p_{i,j}\);

**IF** one has found at least one edge whose midpoint is closer to a trimming curve that is different from either of the two trimming curves indicated by its labels

{ /* subdivision of triangle necessary */
Figure 7 shows the results of Algorithm 1 when applied to two different configurations of trimming curves. A piecewise linear approximation of the Voronoi diagram is obtained by connecting the points resulting from Algorithm 1. If exactly two edges of a triangle each contain one point on a bisector, denoted by \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), then \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are connected. If all three edges of a triangle each contain one point on a bisector, denoted by \( p_1 \), \( p_2 \), and \( p_3 \), then \( p_1 \), \( p_2 \), and \( p_3 \) are assumed to be lying on three different bisectors. In the second case, each of the three points is connected with the point \( q \) that is the intersection of three bisectors. An iterative method is used to approximate the coordinates of \( q \).

The centroid of \( p_1 \), \( p_2 \), and \( p_3 \), denoted by \( q^0 \), is used as the initial approximation of \( q \). Subsequent approximations \( q^k \) are obtained in the following way: Given an approximation \( q^k \), one computes its closest point \( x_k \) on \( c_k \), closest point \( x_2 \) on \( c_2 \), and closest point \( x_3 \) on \( c_3 \), assuming that the curves \( c_1 \), \( c_2 \), and \( c_3 \) are the ones closest to \( p_1 \), \( p_2 \), and \( p_3 \), respectively. One computes the critical points of the squared Euclidean distance between \( q^k \) and the three trimming curves (using Newton's method) and identifies the three closest points \( x_1 \), \( x_2 \), and \( x_3 \). Considering a single trimming curve, there might be multiple points on it having minimal distance to \( q^k \). It is not important which point is chosen. If the centre of the circle passing through \( x_1 \), \( x_2 \), and \( x_3 \) lies in the interior (or on one of the edges) of the triangle \( (p_1, p_2, p_3) \), the centre is chosen as the value of \( q^{k+1} \). If the centre of this circle lies outside the triangle \( (p_1, p_2, p_3) \), the unique point on the triangle's edges having minimal distance to the circle's centre is chosen as the value of \( q^{k+1} \). Due to the fact that there must be an intersection point of three bisectors in the triangle, the method will converge. The method terminates when the Euclidean distance between \( q^k \) and \( q^{k+1} \) is smaller than \( \varepsilon \).

Whenever Algorithm 1 leads to a triangle whose longest edge is shorter than \( \varepsilon \) (one of the termination criteria of the algorithm) the centroid of such a triangle is considered to be the intersection of bisectors. Eventually, one obtains a piecewise linear approximation of all bisectors in the Voronoi diagram. Figure 8 shows the piecewise linear approximation of the Voronoi diagram for a set of trimming curves. This example has an enclosing trimming curve \( e_0 \). The piecewise linear approximation of the Voronoi diagram is intersected with the enclosing trimming curve \( e_0 \), and the resulting curve segments on \( e_0 \) are used for the definition of the tile boundary curves around \( c_1 \), \( c_2 \), \( c_3 \), \ldots, and \( c_8 \).

Based on the piecewise linear approximation of the Voronoi diagram and the curve segments of \( e_0 \), a cubic B-spline approximation is constructed for all tile boundary curves. In the following, the tile boundary curve associated with the trimming curve \( e_i \) is denoted by \( \tilde{c}_i \). The cubic B-spline representation of \( \tilde{c}_i \) is based on a chord length parametrization defined by the lengths of the line segments in the piecewise linear approximation. Figure 9 shows the cubic B-spline curves approximating the tile boundaries for the example shown in Figure 8.

Remark 1. In practical applications, one is often concerned with interior trimming curves that are not closed and intersect the outer trimming curve \( e_0 \). If this is the case, the intersections between those trimming curves and \( e_0 \) are computed, and the resulting curve segments on \( e_0 \) in combination with the trimming curves that are not closed define a new enclosing trimming curve \( e_0 \). Once this new curve \( e_0 \) has been
computed, the construction of the Voronoi diagram follows the same principle as discussed above. Figure 10 shows a configuration in which the trimming curve \( c_0 \) is intersected by four trimming curves. Trimmed periodic surfaces (i.e., surfaces for which \( s(0, v) = s(1, v) \) and/or \( s(u, 0) = s(u, 1) \)) do not require an additional case distinction.

Once the Voronoi diagram is known, each tile can independently be decomposed into parameter surfaces. Thus, all tiles can be processed in parallel, and only two curves (\( c_i \) and \( c_j \)) have to be considered for the construction of the parameter surfaces inside a particular tile.

**COMPUTING THE BOUNDARY CURVES FOR PARAMETER SURFACES**

The next step is the decomposition of the tiles in the Voronoi diagram (bounded by the outer trimming curve \( c_0 \)) into parameter surfaces. The union of all parameter surfaces defines the valid part of the trimmed surface. The computation of an approximation of the medial axis of a tile can be extremely expensive. Furthermore, even if one knows the medial axis of a tile, it is not quite clear how to extract segments from it to be used for the construction of the boundary curves of parameter surfaces and how to interpolate the boundary curves.

Therefore, the algorithm used for the construction of the parameter surfaces is based on decomposing a tile into a set of surfaces that have two horizontal boundary curves. The algorithm is similar to the scan line (or scan conversion) algorithm used for filling the interior of 2D polygons and to the construction of the Reeb graph representing the topology 'skeleton' of manifolds with holes.

The basic idea for the construction of the parameter surfaces inside the tile associated with a particular trimming curve \( e \) is as follows: The valid part of the parameter space, i.e., the region between the trimming curve \( e \) and the tile boundary curve \( \bar{e} \), is represented by as set of ruled parameter surfaces. They are obtained by identifying local extrema in \( v \)-direction (and horizontal line segments) on \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \), computing the intersections between horizontal lines passing through these local extrema (and the horizontal line segments) and \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \), and constructing ruled parameter surfaces from the resulting horizontal line segments inside the tile and non-horizontal curve segments on \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \).

Assuming that the trimming curves are \( C^0 \) continuous, the generation of the boundary curves of the parameter surfaces inside the tile associated with trimming curve \( e \) (having tile boundary curve \( \bar{e} \)) requires these steps:

- **Determining extrema in \( v \)-direction and end points of horizontal line segments on \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \):**
  
  (i) Computing all points \( p = (u, v) \) on \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \) representing local extrema in \( v \)-direction.
  (ii) Computing all end points \( q = (u_1, v) \) and \( r = (u_2, v) \), \( u_1 < u_2 \), of all horizontal line segments \( qr \) on \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \).
Computing intersection points between horizontal semi-infinite lines (passing through the local extrema on \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \)) and \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \); computing intersection points between horizontal semi-infinite lines (defined by the horizontal line segments on \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \)) and \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \).

(iii) Computing all intersection points between the two semi-infinite lines \( L(t) = p + (-t - 0) \) and \( R(t) = p + (t, 0), \ t \in [0, \infty), \) and \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \).

(iv) Computing all intersection points between the two semi-infinite lines \( L(t) = q + (-t, 0) \) and \( R(t) = q + (t, 0), \ t \in [0, \infty), \) and \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \).

Selecting those intersection points to be used as corner vertices of the ruled parameter surfaces:

(v) Determining the intersection point \( x \) on \( L(t) \) closest to \( p \) and the intersection point \( y \) on \( R(t) \) closest to \( p \) (\( x \) and \( y \) being different from all points \( p, q, \) and \( R \)), provided that both \( L(t) \) and \( R(t) \) start at a local extremum: discarding all other intersection points \( x \) on \( L(t) \) and \( y \) on \( R(t) \).

(vi) Determining the intersection point \( x \) on \( L(t) \) closest to \( q \) and the intersection point \( y \) on \( R(t) \) closest to \( q \) (\( x \) and \( y \) being different from all points \( p, q, \) and \( r \)), provided that \( L(t) \) starts at the left and \( R(t) \) starts at the right end point of a horizontal line segment; discarding all other intersection points \( x \) on \( L(t) \) and \( y \) on \( R(t) \).

(vii) Determining those points \( x(y) \) for which the horizontal line segments \( x(p) \) and \( x(q) \) (\( y(p) \) and \( y(q) \), respectively) lie in the interior (including the boundary curves) of the tile associated with \( e \); discarding all other intersection points \( x \) and \( y \).

• Constructing a graph (vertices and edges) for the set of local extremia, end points of horizontal line segments, and the selected intersection points, assuming there are \( L \) scan lines and \( N_e \) points (considering local extremia, end points of horizontal line segments, and selected intersection points) on the \( k \)th scan line:

(viii) Ordering the points \( p, q, r, s, \) and \( y \) resulting from Steps (i)-(vii) according to their \( u \)- and \( v \)-coordinates (i.e. ordering them according to the scan lines they lie on and from left to right on each scan line) by constructing the ordered vertex set \( \{v_{j,k} = (u_{j,k}, v_{j,k}) | k = 1, \ldots, L, j = 1, \ldots, N_e\} \), where the point \( v_{j,k} \) precedes the point \( v_{i,t} \) provided that \( v_{j,k} \)’s \( v \)-coordinate is smaller than \( v_{i,t} \)’s \( v \)-coordinate or provided that \( v_{j,k} \)’s \( u \)-coordinate is equal to \( v_{i,t} \)’s \( v \)-coordinate but \( v_{j,k} \)’s \( u \)-coordinate is smaller than \( v_{i,t} \)’s \( u \)-coordinate, i.e. \( v_{j,k} < v_{i,t} \) if \( u_{j,k} = u_{i,t} \). Constructing a graph \( G \) with vertices \( v_{j,k} \) and horizontal edges \( e_{j,l+1,k} \) are stored in the interior of the tile associated with \( e \) (the boundary curves are considered part of the interior).

(x) Ordering the points \( v_{j,k} \) on the curve \( e = e(t) \) (and on the curve \( \bar{e} = \bar{e}(t) \)) with respect to increasing parameter value \( t (\bar{t}, \text{respectively}) \) and — according to this order — adding an edge \( e_{j,k,r,s} \) to \( G \) for each pair of successive points \( v_{j,k} \) and \( v_{j,t} \) on \( e \) (and on \( \bar{e} \)), where \( v_{j,k} \) and \( v_{j,t} \) must not be end points of a horizontal line segment on \( e \) (or \( \bar{e} \)).

• Ordering the horizontal edges \( e_{j,k,r,s} \) of \( G \) from left to right on each scan line and generating ruled parameter surfaces by applying linear interpolation to pairs of associated non-horizontal curve segments on \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \):

(xi) Considering all edges \( e_{j,k,r,s}, \ s > k, \ k = 1, \ldots, L - 1, \) with end points \( v_{j,k} \) all lying on one scan line and end points \( v_{j,s} \) all lying on another scan line, ordering these edges in \( u \)-direction \( e_{j,k,r,s} < e_{j,k,r,t} \iff (u_{j,k} < u_{j,t} \wedge u_{j,r} < u_{j,s} \lor u_{j,k} < u_{j,t} \wedge u_{j,r} < u_{j,s}) \).

(ii) Considering the set of edges in \( \{e_{j,k,r,s} < e_{j,k,r,t} < \ldots < e_{j,k,r,N_e}\} \), \( E \) being the even number of non-horizontal boundary curves of ruled parameter surfaces having one end point on the \( k \)th scan line and the other end point on the \( s \)th scan line, generating and storing the B-spline control information for each ruled parameter surface defined by the two horizontal line segments \( v_{j,k-1} \) and \( v_{j,k+1} \) and the left and right boundary curves, which are the exactly extracted curve segments between \( v_{j,k-1} \) and \( v_{j,k+1} \) and between \( v_{j,k-1} \) and \( v_{j,k+1} = 1, \ldots, E/2 \).

The local extrema in the \( v \)-direction on \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \), computed in Step (i), are not always characterized by a horizontal curve tangent. They can coincide with points where tangent discontinuities occur. Step (ii) considers all ‘nearly horizontal’ line segments on \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \), i.e. line segments whose absolute slope is smaller than some tolerance \( e \). Figure 11 shows the local extrema in \( v \)-direction (solid points) and the end points of horizontal line segments (circles) on two simple curves \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \) defining a Voronoi tile.

When computing the intersections between semi-infinite horizontal line segments and \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \) (Steps (iii) and (iv)),

Figure 11 Local extrema in \( v \)-direction and end points of horizontal line segments on \( e \) and \( \bar{e} \)
one must consider the existence of 'nearly horizontal' curve segments on \( e \) and \( \tilde{e} \) that lie inside an \( e \)-strip to both sides of one of the semi-infinite horizontal lines. If such 'nearly horizontal' curve segments are found, they are not considered for the computation of intersections. The intersection points determined in Steps (v)-(vii) completely define all ruled parameter surfaces. These points lie on the boundary curves of ruled parameter surfaces. Figure 12 shows the intersection points (stars) remaining after Step (vii) (same example as shown in Figure 11).

Steps (vii)-(x) define a set of (non-intersecting) edges/segments connecting local extrema, end points of horizontal curve segments, and selected intersection points. These edges/segments are horizontal line segments inside the tile, horizontal line segments on \( e \) and \( \tilde{e} \), and non-horizontal curve segments on \( e \) and \( \tilde{e} \). By ordering the non-horizontal edges \( e_{i,k,r,s} \) in \( u \)-direction (Step (x)) one generates the topological information necessary to define the four boundary curves of each ruled parameter surface. The four boundary curves of a ruled parameter surface are two horizontal line segments, given by successive horizontal line segments on two different horizontal lines and two non-horizontal curve segments on \( e \) and \( \tilde{e} \). Figure 13 indicates the single horizontal line segments (solid lines) and non-horizontal curve segments (dashed curves) for the example shown in Figure 11.

The final boundary curves for each parameter surface are assembled in Step (xii). Since the two non-horizontal boundary curves of each ruled parameter surface are curve segments on \( e \) and \( \tilde{e} \), one must represent these curve segments as single curves, e.g. as NURBS curves. If one chooses to use a NURBS representation, it is necessary to represent the two non-horizontal boundary curves using the same degree and the same knots. This is achieved by elevating the degree of the lower-degree boundary curve to the degree of the higher-degree boundary curve and by 'merging' the knots of the two curves \(^{31,32}\). Eventually, the ruled parameter surface \( \mathbf{u}_i(\xi, \eta) \) is given by

\[
\mathbf{u}_i(\xi, \eta) = (u_i(\xi, \eta), v_i(\xi, \eta)) = (1 - \xi)e_{j,k,r,s}(\eta) + \xi e_{j,k,R,s}(\eta)
\]

\[
(1 - \xi) \sum_{i=0}^{n_i} d_i^j \psi_i(\eta) + \xi \sum_{i=0}^{n_i} d_i^j \psi_i(\eta),
\]

\( \xi, \eta \in [0, 1] \)

where \( d_i^j = (u_i^j, v_i^j) \), \( d_i^j = (\bar{u}_i^j, \bar{v}_i^j) \) and \( e_{j,k,r,s}(\eta) \) and \( e_{j,k,R,s}(\eta) \) are the analytical representations (e.g. the NURBS representations) of its two non-horizontal boundary curves (see Equation 3). The curves \( e_{j,k,r,s}(\eta) \) and \( e_{j,k,R,s}(\eta) \) have the same degree and knots.

Figure 14 illustrates some of the curvilinear grids obtained when evaluating parameter surfaces \( \mathbf{u}_i \) uniformly (same example as shown in Figure 11).

Remark 2. There are two main reasons why ruled surfaces are being used for the definition of the parameter surfaces \( \mathbf{u}_i(\xi, \eta) \). First, the scan line algorithm used to define the upper and lower boundary curves of each parameter surface leads, in a natural way, to a ruled surface defined by the left and right boundary curves. Higher-order interpolation schemes would only lead to redundant control information. Second, the construction of the left and right boundary curves of each parameter surface leads to curves that do not contain any local extrema in \( u \)-direction nor any horizontal line segments; therefore, performing linear interpolation in \( u \)-direction leads to a parameter surface that is a one-to-one mapping from \((\xi, \eta)\)- to \((u, v)\)-space. This
property is important in order to more easily generate grids that do not contain intersecting grid lines.\textsuperscript{33}

Remark 3. The union of all parameter surfaces inside a particular tile locally represents the valid part of the parameter space without error. This is due to the fact that the trimming curves are given as NURBS curves—defined in parameter space—and that the left and right boundary curves of each parameter surface are obtained by extracting segments from the given trimming curves. Using knot insertion and degree elevation algorithms allows the exact representation of these segments. This, in turn, implies that the valid part of the parameter space is represented exactly.

Remark 4. Figure 14 clearly illustrates that a uniform evaluation of the parameter surfaces in their respective parameter spaces \((\xi, \eta)\)-spaces) does not lead to a uniform grid point distribution in \((u, v)\)-space throughout a tile nor to grids whose constituting grid lines match in a continuous fashion along the shared boundary curves of two parameter surfaces. \textit{This is not the goal of the described method.} The method presented here is purely used to define the valid part of a trimmed surface in an analytical, indirect manner. The connectivity information of all parameter surfaces and so-called point distribution functions are used in a later grid generation step to obtain a certain point distribution and continuous grid lines.\textsuperscript{33-35} Grid generation methods have to take care of those parameter surfaces having edges that degenerate to points.

**EXAMPLES**

The described method has been tested for various cases, including various real-world configurations. The method is robust and is completely automatic. Figures 15–18 show four examples of trimmed surfaces (left: shaded version of trimmed surfaces; right: parameter space configuration). The trimming curves, the tile boundary curves of the generalized Voronoi diagrams, and the resulting curvilinear grids in parameter space are shown. The parameter spaces shown in Figures 17 and 18 (on the right side in each figure) correspond to the fuselage, and the trimming curves indicate the fuselage-wing intersection(s).

Figures 15 and 16 show the same cubic B-spline defined by \(4 \times 4\) control points. The two trimming curves in Figure 15, one of them being an outer enclosing trimming curve, are two cubic B-spline curves defined by 11 (inner trimming curve) and 9 control points (outer trimming curve). The three trimming curves in Figure 16 are cubic B-spline curves defined by 9, 9, and 11 control points. Figures 17 and 18 show the same cubic B-spline surface defined by \(133 \times 445\) control points (fuselage). The one trimming curve in Figure 17 is a cubic B-spline curve defined by 631 control points. The three trimming curves in Figure 18 are cubic B-spline curves defined by 631, 9, and 9 control points.

Remark 5. The method has been implemented in C on an SGI Indigo2 Extreme graphics workstation. The examples shown in Figures 15–18 require approximately 3 s, 3.5 s, 1 s, and 5 s, respectively, for the generation of the control information of all parameter surfaces. Due to the fact that the example shown in Figure 15 contains an outer enclosing trimming curve, the times required for the examples shown in Figures 15 and 16 are nearly the same. For grid generation purposes, the additional layer provided by the parameter surfaces is stored and used later for the generation of grids for the valid part of a trimmed surface. In general, this tessellation method is not meant to be used for interactive applications but meant to be used purely for the conversion of given trimmed parametric surfaces to a set of surfaces without trimming curves by means of the additional parameter surface layer.

Remark 6. For each ruled parameter surface, one must store only one knot vector, which is the knot vector shared by the left and right boundary curve, and the NURBS control points of the left and right boundary curve. Provided that all trimming curves are originally defined as cubic B-spline curves, which is usually the case, one does not need to perform degree elevation. Assuming that the original knot vectors of the left and right boundary curves (\(=\) segments of cubic B-spline curves) of each parameter surface are entirely different, the number of control points required to represent the left and right boundary curves of all parameter surfaces is approximately twice the number of control points.
points defining the original trimming curves. This fact is independent of the number of parameter surfaces needed to represent the valid part of a trimmed surface.

CONCLUSIONS

A method for representing the region between the trimming curves in the parameter space of a trimmed surface has been presented. A generalized Voronoi diagram is computed for the set of trimming curves, and the resulting tiles associated with each trimming curve are then further subdivided into ruled parameter surfaces whose boundary curves are defined by horizontal line segments and non-horizontal curve segments of the trimming curves and tile boundary curves.

Alternatively, one might want to interpolate between segments on the tile boundary curves and segments on the trimming curves once the generalized Voronoi diagram has been computed. If one decides to do this, one must ensure that the chosen interpolation method guarantees a one-to-one mapping between the \((\xi, \eta)\)-space (the parameter space of a parameter surface) and the \((u, v)\)-space (the parameter space of a trimmed surface). It will be investigated in which cases a tile can directly and easily be decomposed into parameter surfaces using transfinite interpolation\(^1\) or conformal mappings\(^2\).

The strategy used for representing a single tile by a set of ruled parameter surfaces can also be viewed as a strategy for generating the block boundaries (vertices and edges) of a multi-block decomposition of a 2D region\(^3\). It is planned to extend this strategy for generating the block boundaries (vertices, edges, and faces) of a multi-block decomposition of a 3D region. Most likely, many of the blocks resulting from the strategy will lead to unacceptable grids. Therefore, one must subdivide the blocks further. This aspect will be investigated in the future.
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